V-T theory is constructed in the many-body Hamiltonian formulation, and differs at the foundation from current liquid dynamics theories. In V-T theory the liquid atomic motion consists of two contributions, normal mode vibrations in a single representative potential energy valley, and transits, which carry the system across boundaries between valleys. The mean square displacement time correlation function (the MSD) is a direct measure of the atomic motion , and our goal is to determine if the V-T formalism can produce a physically sensible account of this motion. We employ molecular dynamics (MD) data for a system representing liquid Na, and find the motion evolves in three successive time intervals: On the first "vibrational" interval, the vibrational motion alone gives a highly accurate account of the MD data; on the second "crossover" interval, the vibrational MSD saturates to a constant while the transit motion builds up from zero; on the third "random walk" interval, the transit motion produces a purely diffusive random walk of the vibrational equilibrium positions. This motional evolution agrees with, and adds refinement to, the MSD atomic motion as described by current liquid dynamics theories. The mean square displacement time correlation function, abbreviated MSD, is a well known liquid theoretical property, related to the self-diffusion coefficient D by the Einstein random walk model [1] , and also by an equivalent Green-Kubo equation for D (pp.184-185 of [2] ). To evaluate D for a real liquid, one first calculates a long and heavily averaged molecular dynamics (MD) segment of the MSD, denoted X MD (t) where t is time, for example from first-principles density functional theory (DFT), or from a priori interatomic potentials. The X MD (t) segment contains a short initial period of non-diffusive motion, then the pure diffusive motion takes over and makes X MD (t) linear in t, where theory prescribesẊ MD (t) = 6D [1, 2] . One therefore fits a straight line to X MD (t) vs t, with the initial transient period omitted from the fitting, and evaluates D from the straight line slope. The MD segment allotted to the straight line fit is typically 1000 times longer than the transient period; on a graph of X MD (t) with its fitted straight line, the initial transient is generally unobservable. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the initial transient provides more information about the atomic motion than does the diffusive random walk.
The mean square displacement time correlation function, abbreviated MSD, is a well known liquid theoretical property, related to the self-diffusion coefficient D by the Einstein random walk model [1] , and also by an equivalent Green-Kubo equation for D (pp.184-185 of [2] ). To evaluate D for a real liquid, one first calculates a long and heavily averaged molecular dynamics (MD) segment of the MSD, denoted X MD (t) where t is time, for example from first-principles density functional theory (DFT), or from a priori interatomic potentials. The X MD (t) segment contains a short initial period of non-diffusive motion, then the pure diffusive motion takes over and makes X MD (t) linear in t, where theory prescribesẊ MD (t) = 6D [1, 2] . One therefore fits a straight line to X MD (t) vs t, with the initial transient period omitted from the fitting, and evaluates D from the straight line slope. The MD segment allotted to the straight line fit is typically 1000 times longer than the transient period; on a graph of X MD (t) with its fitted straight line, the initial transient is generally unobservable. Nevertheless, as we shall see, the initial transient provides more information about the atomic motion than does the diffusive random walk.
It has long been recognized that time correlation functions show two stages of response, a short time response from particle interaction events, and a long time response associated with many particle collective effects (p.viii and Figs. 4.6-4.8 of [3] ). This picture remains but is being refined, as in mode-coupling theory, which accounts for a time correlation function as a process of decay of fluctuations into related modes of motion (Sec. 4.1 and 4.2 of [4] ; Sec. 9.5 of [2] ). Mode coupling theory is deeply involved in studies of the glass transition [4, 5] ; those studies often include normal liquids as a limiting case, and they provide us with the following motional description of the liquid MD data for the MSD [6] : Ballistic motion at short times, with X MD (t) ∝ t 2 , and diffusive motion at long times, with X MD (t) ∝ t. This behavior is common in a broad range of liquid types, for example in binary LJ and silica systems (Fig. 3 of [6] ), complex hard sphere systems [7] , a one-component LJ system [8] , and in first-principles MD simulations for Al [9] . We shall compare our present results for the atomic motion with this established description in the conclusion.
In contrast, V-T theory follows the classic many body Hamiltonian formulation; this is an interesting option for liquid dynamics, because that formulation already encodes in a common language much of our understanding of condensed matter physics [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . We start with the tractable Hamiltonian for harmonic vibrational motion within a single many atom potential energy valley of the class of valleys the system visits in the liquid state. To account for the liquid diffusive properties, we add transit motion, where each transit is the correlated motion of a small local group of atoms that carries the system across the boundary between two potential energy valleys. Such transits have been observed in low temperature equilibrium MD trajectories [18] . The vibrational Hamiltonian is calculated from first principle, transits are modeled in terms of adjustable parameters, and a time correlation function is calculated directly from the combined motions. This formulation differs at the foundation from current liquid dynamics theories, as exemplified by mode-coupling theory.
In this first application of V-T theory to the MSD, our goal is to determine if the many-body formulation can produce a physically sensible account of the atomic motion underlying the MSD. Our system represents liquid Na at 395 K, in terms of a well tested interatomic potential from pseudopotential perturbation theory (Figs. 1.1, 17.3 19.1-19.3, 20.1 of [17] ).
X MD (t) is calculated directly from the theoretical expression for the MSD,
where r K (t) is the position of atom K for K = 1, . . . , N , and < · · · > MD is the average over t = 0 start times. The V-T theory expression, X V T (t), has vibrational and transit terms plus an interaction, written as
Our premise is that all significant contributions are contained in X vib (t) or X tr (t), while X int (t) expresses residual errors that can be neglected or trivially approximated. Two interaction examples are discussed in this report. 
FIG. 1. Dots are XMD(t)
and line is X vib (t). Each time interval corresponds to specific underlying atomic motions; the random walk continues forever. The slope discontinuity in X vib (t) at τRW is explained in the text. Fig. 1 presents a comparative graph of X MD (t) and X vib (t), from which X tr (t) can be visualized. The Figure is divided into three time intervals, which correspond to distinct atomic motions that underlie the MSD. The vibrational interval recognizes the remarkable property that X MD (t) is in near perfect agreement with X vib (t) up to time τ D , the delay time. τ D is defined as the time when X MD (t) moves away from X vib (t), hence τ D is qualitative and may be chosen with some leeway. Our calibration of τ D and the remaining parameters is listed in Table I . τ RW is defined as the time when X MD (t) reaches its ultimate straight line behavior, and will be calibrated below.
To derive X vib (t) we write
where R K is the equilibrium position and u K (t) is the vibrational displacement. Following Eq. (1) we have
Now with the vibrational equation of motion for u K (t), Eq. (4) becomes
where T is the temperature, M is the atomic mass, and ω λ are the frequencies of the normal modes λ = 1, . . . , 3N − 3, having omitted the three modes for which ω λ = 0. Eq. (5) is explicit and tractable; it depends on the frequency spectrum but not on the mode eigenvectors. The procedure for calculating the vibrational Hamiltonian parameters is general, and calculation from first-principles DFT is described in Secs. II and IV of [19] . Ballistic motion satisfies u K (t) − u K (0) = v K (0)t, where v K is the velocity of atom K, so the ballistic contribution to the MSD is (3k B T /M )t 2 . This is precisely the leading term in the small-t expansion of Eq. (5): the vibrational motion automatically produces the correct ballistic contribution in X vib (t). As shown in Fig. 2 , the ballistic contribution is accurate for only a small part of the
Following the ballistic regime, the terms in cos(ω λ t) take over and change the curvature of X vib (t) from positive to negative in Fig. 2 . Moreover, the set of cos(ω λ t) begin to dephase, and this dephasing causes the leveling of X vib (t) until it becomes constant at τ RW in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , X vib (t) shows a small slope discontinuity at τ RW , arising as follows. The actual X vib (t) curve weakly overshoots X vib (τ RW ) and rises to a low maximum around 150δt, where δt is the MD time step, then falls back to X vib (τ RW ) at 300δt, where it remains. The overshoot is the final dephasing of the lowest frequency vibrational modes. However, we are not able to discern a remnant of this overshoot in X MD (t); the slope of X MD (t) is strictly constant where the vibrational overshoot is present. We attribute this effect to an extra damping of the vibrational motion by the strong transit activity in the MD system at t τ RW . This damping is a vibration transit interaction, which we account for by setting X vib (t) to X vib (τ RW ) at t ≥ τ RW , causing the slope discontinuity in Fig. 1 . The question now is, how can the MD system measure nothing but pure vibrational motion for t up to τ D ? As illustrated in Eq. (1), the MSD measures the motion of one atom at a time on the system trajectory. This single-atom motion can be decomposed into continuous vibration about its fixed equilibrium position R K , plus the mean transit-induced motion of its equilibrium position, abbreviated "transit motion". With each transit, this mean motion starts from zero and covers a distance denoted δR. The MSD cannot resolve this motion, hence cannot measure it, until it has reached a sufficient magnitude. This requires a certain time which we identify as τ D .
For the collective liquid system, transits are occurring throughout the volume uniformly in space and time, with mean transit rate ν per atom. Eventually, X MD (t) is able to fully measure every transit, from start to completion, and the measured collective transit motion becomes a steady process: its effect is to move the equilibrium position of every atom a distance δR, uniformly distributed over directions, in each time period ν −1 . This motion is a random walk, whose contribution to the MSD starts at τ RW and thereafter is
This random walk was initially derived as a damping factor for the self intermediate scattering function [20] and was calibrated to the Einstein relation ν(δR) 2 = 6D, which of course is the correct calibration here as well. Moreover, δR was also calibrated independently [20] , from our observed transits [18] , so we have values for both ν and δR, which are listed in Table I . 3. Dots are XMD(t) and line is the straight line fitted to XMD(t), shifted to match XMD(τRW ). These curves determine τRW to appropriate (qualitative) accuracy by showing that XMD(t) increases with t until it reaches the straight line at τRW , and then remains on the straight line.
Finally we can define τ RW in the context of V-T theory: it is the time when X vib (t) has saturated to a constant and the transit random walk has become a steady process. As a practical way to calibrate τ RW , the slope of X MD (t) should reach 6D at τ RW and should remain there as t increases. Graphical application of this technique is shown in Fig. 3 and gives the value τ RW = 60δt. This evaluation is confirmed below.
To study the transit contribution to the MSD at t up to τ RW , we graph X MD (t) − X vib (t) as the dotted curve in Fig. 4 . The Figure confirms the accuracy of X vib (t) for the ballistic motion. The dotted curve shows a very small negative dip in the vibrational interval, the curve then turns sharply upward, but the dominant time dependence is linear in t from τ D to τ RW . All this allows a simple mean-transit approximation for X tr (t) on 0 ≤ t ≤ τ RW :
In Eq. (8), ν(t − τ D ) is the number of transits per atom in t − τ D , and S 2 is the mean single-transit contribution over the crossover interval. S 2 is calibrated by setting X tr (τ RW ) to X MD (τ RW ) − X vib (τ RW ), which expresses the endpoint at τ RW of the second line segment in Fig. 4 . The error of Eqs. (7) and (8) is seen in Fig. 4 and is assigned to X int (t) and neglected. We find S = 1.46 a 0 , a bit less than δR in Table I because some of the transit contribution is lost in the delay. The approximation Eq. (8) is specifically in terms of the atomic motion, and is tractable. To test the stability of the fit provided by Eqs. (6) - (8), we systematically varied τ D and τ RW away from their values in Fig. 4 , and found the overall error increases but remains acceptable for τ D = (27−29)δt and τ RW = (56− 66)δt. The theory does not ask for accurate calibration of these characteristic times.
The equations for X V T (t) on the three time intervals of Fig. 1 are summarized as follows.
The following summary of the motion compares directly with the established description cited in the introduction.
The vibrational motion contributes to the MSD on t ≥ 0 (Fig. 1 ). This motion is ballistic for a very short time, then goes over to vibrational dephasing until its completion at τ RW , when X vib (t) becomes constant. X vib (t) accurately agrees with X MD (t) on 0 ≤ t ≤ τ D , therefore X vib (t) constitutes the complete theory until τ D .
Transit motion contributes to the MSD on t ≥ τ D (Fig. 1) , and X tr (t) builds up from zero at τ D to the ultimate random walk at τ RW (Fig. 4) . This build up is accurately accounted for: Fig. 5 compares X V T (t) and X MD (t) for all t, and shows the maximum error magnitude of 2.5% near the center of the crossover interval.
At t ≥ τ RW , the transit motion constitutes a random walk of the atomic equilibrium positions, which is calibrated from the self-diffusion coefficient D, making the theory agree with X MD (t).
We conclude that this account of the atomic motion is physically sensible because it agrees with the estab- lished description, and the account also adds significant information to that description.
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